Bid Requirements for Contract Capacity of
1,200 MW (net), COD 2024
In order to qualify to bid, a Bidder must timely submit to the TPBAC–
Secretariat receiving office three (3) separate sealed envelopes containing its
(a) Qualification Documents (Envelope 1) to demonstrate its compliance with
all the Legal Qualification Requirements, Technical Qualification Requirements
and Financial Qualification Requirements (“Qualification Requirements”);
(b) Technical Proposal (Envelope 2); and (c) Bid, including the Bid Security,
(Envelope 3).
If Bidder is under a partnership or consortium, aside from submission of an
agreement showing that liability in this Bidding and the resulting Power Supply
Agreement shall be solidary for the parties thereto, each party to the
partnership or consortium must submit the Qualification Documents and
Technical Proposal. For this purpose, in relation to the Qualification Documents
and Technical Proposal, each party to a Bidder partnership or consortium shall
be construed as the “Bidder”.
Qualification Documents (Envelope 1)
The Bidder must identify the proposed power plant/s, which must be capable
of supplying the Contract Capacity to Meralco for the Required Contract Period
beginning on the Scheduled Commercial Operations Date (“Nominated
Power Plant”). To reiterate, the Nominated Power Plant shall be located at a
maximum of two (2) plant sites, with one Delivery Point (for purposes of
settlement and transfer of risk and loss) within the Luzon Grid and nearest to
Meralco’s load center.
1.

Legal Qualification Requirements
(a) The Bidder must have the authority, in form and substance
prescribed and made available by Meralco, to participate in this Bidding
and execute the Power Supply Agreement;
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(b) The Bidder must be a duly incorporated, validly existing domestic
partnership or corporation duly registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”). If Bidder is under a partnership or
consortium, must be evidenced by an agreement showing that their
rights and obligations, including liabilities in this Bidding and the
resulting Power Supply Agreement are solidary;
(c)
The Bidder and any of its Affiliates engaged in power generation
must have no record of Unsatisfactory Performance. For this purpose,
“Unsatisfactory Performance” means any of the following:
(i)

(ii)

in relation to any project or contract that was commenced
or in the process of implementation within the last five (5)
years prior to the Bid Submission Deadline (as defined
below) by the Bidder –
(1)

the failure by the Bidder to satisfactorily perform any
of its material obligations for such project or contract,
as evidenced by the imposition of a judicial
pronouncement or arbitration award;

(2)

the expulsion of the Bidder from any such project or
contract;

(3)

the termination or suspension of any such project or
contract due to the Bidder’s willful breach of its
obligations; or

(4)

material violation of laws and/or regulations by the
Bidder applicable to any such projects or contracts,
including but not limited to environmental, health,
safety, labor and social welfare laws and regulations,
as evidenced by findings of the relevant competent
authority; or

Inclusion in a blacklist issued by any governmental agency
of the Philippines or in the Debarred and Cross-Debarred
Firms & Individuals list posted in the World Bank website
(www.worldbank.org/debarr), whether as an individual
contractor, partnership or corporation or as a member of a
joint venture or consortium.

(d) The Bidder and any of its Affiliates engaged in power generation
must not have an Outstanding Dispute or pending/outstanding due
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and/or demandable financial obligation/s with Meralco.
For this
purpose, “Outstanding Dispute” refers to any pending judicial,
administrative, contractual or alternative dispute resolution proceeding
between the Bidder or any of its Affiliates engaged in power generation,
on one hand, and Meralco, on the other;
(e) The Bidder must be authorized under its articles of incorporation,
constitutive or charter documents, or its equivalent, to engage in the
business of power generation and supply of electricity as contemplated
under the Power Supply Agreement; and
(f)
The Bidder must issue a notarized certification that the offered
Contract Capacity from the Nominated Power Plant, for the entire
Required Contract Period, is not covered by any offtake agreement (e.g.,
a power supply agreement or ancillary services procurement
agreement). However, if covered by an offtake agreement subject of an
application for approval pending before the ERC, such application shall
have been withdrawn and the relevant offtake agreement has been
terminated as of Bid Submission Deadline.
2.

Technical Qualification Requirements
(a) The Bidder, whether directly or through any of its direct
shareholders representing Controlling interest, Affiliates or Ultimate
Parent, must have a Reference Plant, whether in the Philippines or
elsewhere. For this purpose, a “Reference Plant” means a single
power plant (baseload, firm, and dispatchable) of at least 300 MW
installed capacity and which, in the reasonable opinion of the TPBAC,
has been satisfactorily developed, or constructed, or operated, or
maintained by the Bidder, its direct shareholders representing
Controlling interest, Affiliates or Ultimate Parent.
Should the Bidder be composed of entities under an unincorporated joint
venture or a partnership, each entity or party must provide a separate
Reference Plant, as described above.
An “Affiliate” means with respect to a specified entity, an entity that
directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, Controls (e.g.
parent or grandparent company), is Controlled by (e.g. subsidiary) or is
under common control (e.g. sister company) with the specified entity.
“Control” means: (a) the ownership (whether directly or indirectly) of
more than fifty percent (>50%) of the total issued voting share capital
or other voting interest of that company or corporation; or (b) the ability
to unilaterally appoint a majority of the board directors or equivalent
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body of that company or corporation through the ownership of securities
with voting power or otherwise, without the need of the vote or approval
of another; or (c) the ability to otherwise unilaterally direct the business
affairs and/or operations of that company or corporation, without the
need of the vote or approval of another.
The terms Controls, Controlled and Controlling shall have correlative
meanings. For the avoidance of doubt, if a corporation is owned by two
(2) shareholders at exactly fifty percent (50%) each, that corporation
shall not be considered under the control of each shareholder;
(b) The Bidder must provide evidence that the Reference Plant is
capable of generation of electricity of at least 300MW, which (i) in case
of a Reference Plant located in the Philippines, may be supported by a
any official document submitted to, or issued by, the ERC, DOE,
Philippine Electricity Market Corporation, or Independent Electricity
Market Operator of the Philippines or (ii) in case of a Reference Plant
located outside the Philippines, any equivalent or similar document;
(c)
The Bidder must provide the Reference Plant’s general information
and its key components (e.g., boiler, turbine and generator), such as
the design (e.g., type, including specific fuel, number of units, and
capacity), and plant site/s, and interconnection site/s;
(d) The Reference Plant, if located in the Philippines, must be covered
by a Certificate of Compliance (COC) from the ERC. If the COC is not
available as of Bid Submission Deadline, the Bidder must submit an
application for a COC pending before the ERC or any other official
document coming from the ERC confirming the Reference Plant’s
authority to operate at least 300 MW. If the Reference Plant is located
in Luzon or Visayas, it must be registered as a direct member of the
WESM. If the Reference Plant is located outside of the Philippines, it
must have the license or permit equivalent to the ERC’s COC, or the
alternative documents; and
(e) The Reference Plant, if located in the Philippines, must be covered
by a valid Transmission Service Agreement duly certified by the National
Grid Corporation of the Philippines (NGCP), and Fuel Supply Plan or
Agreement, or the equivalent thereof if in a foreign country.
3.

Financial Qualification Requirements
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(a) The Bidder must show satisfactory evidence that it has the
financial capacity to fulfill its obligations with Meralco. This requirement
may be complied with by the Bidder directly or through any of its direct
shareholders representing Controlling interest, Affiliates or Ultimate
Parent. As evidence thereof, the Bidder or any of its direct shareholders
representing Controlling interest, Affiliates or Ultimate Parent, or in case
of an unincorporated joint venture or a partnership, each entity or party
thereto, must:
(i)

submit its audited (parent and consolidated, if applicable)
financial statements for the last three (3) years (the latest
of which must not be earlier than for the year ending
December 31, 2018) and recent quarterly financial
statements; and

(ii)

the consolidated financial statements must show an
Unrestricted Net Worth of at least 30% of the Project Cost
(defined below) (“Required Unrestricted Net Worth”)
based on its submitted financial statements.
“Unrestricted Net Worth” means the sum of subscribed
and paid up equity, including additional paid-in capital, and
unrestricted retained earnings, preferred shares, perpetual
shares less treasury shares of common, preferred, and
perpetual shares. Unrestricted retained earnings means the
amount of accumulated profits and gains realized out of the
normal and continuous operations of the company after
deducting therefrom distributions to stockholders and
transfers to capital stock or other accounts, and which is:
(1) not appropriated by its Board of Directors for corporate
expansion projects or programs; (2) not covered by a
restriction for dividend declaration under a loan agreement;
(3) not required to be retained under special circumstances
obtaining in the corporation such as when there is a need
for a special reserve for probable contingences (as defined
in SEC Memorandum Circular No. 11-08 dated December 5,
2008); and (4) not otherwise covered by any other legal
restriction on the ability of the company to distribute or
otherwise apply its equity.

(b) With respect to the Nominated Power Plant, the Bidder must
provide the details of the costs of the project (the “Project Cost”) and
its proposed financing plan, specifically indicating the portion of the
Project Cost to be financed by debt and by equity. Additionally, the
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Bidder must submit (1) in support of the portion of the Project Cost
proposed to be financed by equity, a notarized letter from its
shareholders confirming their respective equity commitment (each, a
“Commitment Letter”); and (2) in support of the portion of the Project
Cost proposed to be financed by debt, a letter commitment issued by
either a single or a consortium of universal bank/s and/or commercial
bank/s listed in the Instructions to Prospective Bidders (the “IPB”),
(each, a “Bank Letter Testimonial”).
The aggregate amounts
indicated in the Commitment Letters and/or the Bank Letter Testimonial
shall in no case be less than the Project Cost.
Technical Proposal (Envelope 2)
In relation to the Nominated Power Plant, the Bidder must provide:
(a)

Evidence of land acquisition or legal possession of the proposed site/s,
showing that Bidder will be able to acquire ownership or legal possession
of the right, title or interest therein;

(b)

Evidence of compliance to the requirements stated in the Invitation to
Bid’s Terms of Reference Table (“TOR Table”);

(c)

The Bidder shall provide a description of its use of high efficiency, low
emission (“HELE”) technology (such as supercritical for coal plants and
H-class for gas plants) for the Nominated Power Plant. The Bidder shall
provide convincing proof that the key components of the Nominated
Power Plant (e.g., boiler, turbine and generator) be of proven design
and technology, which means that generating facility elements of similar
design must have been engaged in reliable commercial operation for at
least one (1) year in a 60 Hertz system. A project will be considered to
have been in “reliable” commercial operation for the purposes of this
requirement once the TPBAC’s independent engineer determines and
certifies that the equipment proposed has an average forced outage
factor that has not been above five percent (5%) and its average Unit
equivalent availability factor has not been below eighty seven percent
(87%) for the duration of the commercial operation period except in a
year of a major planned overhaul;

(d)

Details of the Project’s execution, where the Bidder shall provide a
description on how it will carry out the development, financing,
construction, interconnection, operation, and maintenance of the
Nominated Power Plant, including but not limited to general information
on the Nominated Power Plant and its key components (e.g., boiler,
turbine and generator), such as the design data (e.g., type, including
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specific fuel, heat rate at 100% Load Factor, number of units, and
capacity), proposed plant site/s, and proposed interconnection site/s;
the key project milestone schedule, if available; and the details on the
development, engineering, procurement and construction plan of the
Nominated Power Plant;
(e)

The Bidder shall submit a certified statement that the Nominated Power
Plant is capable of operating consistent with the Performance
Guarantees;

(f)

If the Nominated Power Plant is a coal plant, the Bidder shall nominate
the coal type/rank (e.g. the gross as received (GAR) value of the coal
supply), and state the Guaranteed Net Plant Heat Rate (GNPHR), in
Btu/kWh at HHV, corresponding to its configuration and nominated coal
type/rank from the list shown in the Table of Acceptable Coal Plant
GNPHR (in Btu/kWh, HHV) and Coal Types/Ranks (GAR). Such
GNPHR shall be from 40% to 100% Load Factor and in increments of
1% Load Factor for Contract Year 1 which shall not exceed the values
stated in the Table below:
Table of Acceptable Coal Plant GNPHR (in Btu/kWh, HHV) and
Coal Types/Ranks (GAR)
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GNPHR at 4200 kcal/kg Performance Coal
Super Critical 300MW
Super Critical 400MW
Super Critical 455MW
Super Critical 600MW

GNPHR at 5000 kcal/kg Performance Coal
Super Critical 300MW
Super Critical 400MW
Super Critical 455MW
Super Critical 600MW

GNPHR at 5700 kcal/kg Performance Coal
Super Critical 300MW
Super Critical 400MW
Super Critical 455MW
Super Critical 600MW

GNPHR at 6300 kcal/kg Performance Coal
Super Critical 300MW
Super Critical 400MW
Super Critical 455MW
Super Critical 600MW

100%

Load Factors
75%
50%

9,177
9,079
9,050
9,027

9,448
9,360
9,324
9,297

10,073
9,984
9,934
9,903

10,500
10,410
10,351
10,317

100%

75%

50%

40%

8,893
8,861
8,783
8,767

9,252
9,133
9,050
9,024

9,853
9,736
9,637
9,606

10,187
10,149
10,039
10,006

100%

75%

50%

40%

8,734
8,680
8,610
8,587

8,976
8,947
8,866
8,841

9,651
9,536
9,441
9,413

10,030
9,942
9,836
9,806

100%

75%

50%

40%

8,616
8,599
8,550
8,522

8,882
8,819
8,751
8,722

9,498
9,407
9,315
9,286

9,842
9,807
9,705
9,674

40%

Above Table assumes the following conditions:
Ambient Temperature, oC
Ambient Pressure, bar
Ambient Humidity, %
Cooling Water Temperature, oC

Performance Test Code
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(g)

In the event the Bidder nominates a Performance Fuel of a coal
type/rank and/or MW capacity configuration not provided in Table of
Acceptable Coal Plant GNPHR (Btu/kWh, HHV) and Coal
Types/Ranks (GAR), the Independent Engineer shall assess and
determine the equivalent GNPHR that will be used for purposes of
evaluating if the Nominated Plant meets the technical qualifications;

(h)

Bidder shall also provide the specifications of the Performance Fuel by
way of a Proximate Analysis and Ultimate Analysis thereof and which
shall closely adhere to the chosen coal type/rank. The Performance Fuel
shall be used for the conduct of the Net Dependable Capacity (NDC) Test
and the Heat Rate Test (HRT) in accordance with the PSA;

(i)

If the Nominated Power Plant is a gas plant, the Bidder shall state the
GNPHR, in Btu/kWh at Gross Calorific Value (GCV). Such GNPHR shall
be from 50% to 100% Load Factor and in increments of 1% Load Factor
for Contract Year 1 which shall not exceed the values stated in the Table
of Acceptable Gas Plant GNPHR (Btu/kWh, GCV) below:
Table of Acceptable Gas Plant GNPHR (in Btu/kWh, GCV)
Load Factors
100%
75%
50%
6,415
6,595
7,007
Gas Plant GNPHR
Note: Gas Plant GNPHR is for 400 MW Power Plant at ambient
conditions.

(j)

In the event the Bidder nominates a MW capacity configuration not
provided in above Table of Acceptable Gas Plant GNPHR (Btu/kWh,
GCV), the Independent Engineer shall assess and determine the
equivalent GNPHR that will be used for purposes of evaluating if the
Nominated Plant meets the technical qualifications;

(k)

If the Nominated Power Plant is a gas plant, Bidders shall state the GCV
of the gas supply.
A Bidder offering Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) plant shall
provide the specifications for its Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) or gas
supply to include:
i.
ii.
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(l)

If the Nominated Power Plant will use a fuel source other than coal or
gas, the equivalent technical parameters must be provided by the Bidder
for evaluation of the TPBAC;

(m)

The Fuel Supply Plan or Agreement, containing a narrative description
of strategies and plans for ensuring long-term availability of fuel and
regulatory compliance on fuel inventory and specification. Bidders shall
ensure that it shall procure its fuel, following a competitive selection
process to be promulgated pursuant to the PSA;

(n)

The Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) issued by the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR); or an
application for ECC pending before the DENR, provided a certified true
copy of the ECC must be submitted during Post-Qualification if the
Bidder’s Bid is declared as the Best Bid;

(o)

The System Impact Study (SIS) issued by NGCP; or an application for
SIS pending before the NGCP, provided a certified true copy of the SIS
must be submitted during Post-Qualification if the Bidder’s Bid is
declared as the Best Bid;

(p)

A Certificate of Registration issued by the Board of Investments (BOI),
if applicable; and

(q)

A Project Feasibility Study.

Bid and Bid Security (Envelope 3)
(a)

Using the relevant forms prescribed in the IPB, the Bidder must submit
its Bid Letter, Bid Security (as defined below), Proposed Price (in hard
copy form and in the Financial Evaluation Workbook encoded in a
CD-R/DVD-R optical storage device or a USB/thumb flash memory
drive), and a signed Letter of Acknowledgement and Acceptance of the
Power Supply Agreement template (collectively referred to as the
“Bid”); and

(b)

The Bid Security should be in the form of an irrevocable standby letter
of credit equivalent to Three Billion and Six Hundred Fifty Million Pesos
(PhP3,650,000,000.00), which must be issued by an Allowed Bank listed
in the IPB and in the form required of the Bidders in the IPB (the “Bid
Security”).
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